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EDITOR---In a new series of papers (1) the BMJ will address the
extremely important issue of living with a chronic disease. We
know that a high percentage of the population will suffer from one
or more chronic health conditions and most from one or more
symptoms of ill health at any given time (2,3).
It is therefore important to teach the patient to cope with the
present state of health and we believe that it is even more
important to inspire and coach the patient to work on improving
quality of life (QOL), subjective health and functional ability in
general (4-17). We even believe that patient has the potential in
some cases to cure themselves and improve QOL, even when the
physician has given up (18-21), because one can grow as a person
and heal basic existence (20). The fundamental difficulty seems to
be the development of the patients consciousness towards a more
positive, responsible and constructive attitude (20-23).
When Aldous Huxley said, "Experience is not what happens to a
man; it is what a man does with what happens to him”(24). This
opens up for more possibilities that just “giving patients time and
space to talk about what happens to them to improve their
experiences of illness” (1), it is the whole life that can be improved,
in many cases including the fundamental health, as we have shown
in a resent series of papers on holistic medicine (25-38).
So we want to reframe: “the patient's journey travelling through
life with a chronic illness” to “the patient's journey travelling
through life fighting a chronic illness”. We need as physicians a

much more supportive and positive approach to the patient and to
the project of mobilising his/her hidden resources using the
possibilities to grow and develop as a person.
The support of the patient as a whole, resourceful person is one of
the most important aspects of today’s medical practice with the
chronic patient. The most important aspects of life to deepen the
understanding must embrace:
· The map: an outline of the natural course of the disease – with
and without the effort of the patient to improve own life (global
QOL, general health, ability) (5-38)
· The good and bad news: What's wrong with me? What is going to
happen to me? How is it going to end? And most importantly: what
can I do myself to fight this disease and improve my QOL and my
health? (5-10)
· Learning from your chronic disease: how to take responsibility for
your own QOL (9,11,15,22,23,24-38)
· Travelling alone or travelling with others – which is basically the
patients choice in many cases
· Losing independence and dealing with changing relationships and
social roles
· Companions on the journey: Friends and family, professionals,
support organisations
· Ways of coping, ways of improving QOL and health, ways of
healing yourself (20,21,25-38)
· What I need along the way: Information, help, treatment,
coaching, love and inspiration [22,25-38]
· Losing the path and finding it again: Other problems that may
arise over time [9]
· Travellers' tales and tales from exceptional patients of personal
success showing what to do with impossible situations: One or
more brief stories and quotes from real patients—highlighted by
one 300-word personal account (38)
· Journey's end including examples of patients dying the “good
death” (11)
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